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This book is designed to serve as a Workbook.If a student wants to practise more problems after
completing my first book. GMAT: Problem Solving Techniques for Top Score, this book will be
very helpful. In this volume, I have included many interesting problems with simple or
unconventional solutions, which a student might find difficult otherwise. The problems are
designed in such a way that a student has to bring in many tools to solve them. I would
recommend that this volume should be studied after completing my first volume. Students who
are 600 and above category can straight away go for the second volume for top score.
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Selected Problems 1.Two cars A and B start from two points P and Q respectively towards each
other simultaneously. After traveling a certain distance, at point R, car A develops engine trouble.
It continues to travel at two-third of its usual speed to meet car B at a point S where PR=QS. If
the engine trouble had occurred after car A had travelled double the distance it would have met
car B at a point T where ST=SQ/9. Find the ratio of the speeds of A and B. (Time Speed
Distance, Equations, Ratio)A)4:1 B)2:1 C)3:1 D) 3:2 E)2:3 2.Humpty and Dumpty
have a certain number of apples and mangoes between them. The ratio of the number of apples
with Humpty to the number of apples with Dumpty is same as that of the ratio of the number of
mangoes with Dumpty to the number of mangoes with Humpty. If the number of fruits with
Humpty is one more than the number of fruits with Dumpty, then what is the minimum possible
number of fruits that they can have between them? (Number properties, Equations,
Ratio)A)15 B)6 C)22 D)9 E)7 3.There are some mangoes and oranges, and there
are a certain number of plates. If you place one orange in each plate, one orange is left. If you
place two mangoes in each plate, one plate is left without mangoes. If the difference between
the number of mangoes and oranges is 3, what is the number of plates? (Number properties,
Equations)A)6 B)9 C)7 D)8 E)cannot be determined 4.What is the number of
negative integer pairs (x, y) which satisfy the equation 7x+17y+1000=0? (Number properties,
Equations)(A)7 (B)8 (C)9 (D)10 (E)11 5.In a sports stores, three brands of
baseball bats are available. If you buy one bat of each brand, it will cost $1,300. If you buy 2 bats
of the first brand, 3 bats of second brand, and 4 bats of third brand, then it will cost $3,110. What
is the cost of 5 bats of the first brand, 3 bats of the second brand, and 1 bat of third brand?
(Special equations)(A)$2,320 (B)$4,140 (C)$3,250 (D)$3.920 (E)$5,480 6.The triplets a,
b, c; b, c, d; and c, d, e are each in continued proportion. The fourth proportional of a, b, and d is
4. Also, the fourth proportional of a, b, and c is 8. Find the value of a? (Ratio and Proportion)
(A)32 (B)48 (C)24 (D)64 (E)16 7.Set A contains elements which are squares of
first ‘n’ natural numbers such that n2≤730. Set B contains elements which are cubes of first ‘m’
natural numbers such that m3≤730. What is the sum of all the elements of set AB? (Numbers,
Sets)(A)8161 (B)8955 (C)8890 (D)8225 (E)6181 8.Packer had certain number of
apples. He always found an apple remained after he packed 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 apples each time.
However, when packed 7 apples each, he found no apple remained. Find the greatest five-digit
number of apples he could have. (Number properties)(A)99,421 (B)99,861 (C)99,961
(D)99,841 (E)99,941 9.In the above problem, if Packer packed 7 or 11 apples he was left with
4 apples each time. If he packed 6 or 9 apples he was left with 2 and 8 apples respectively. If he
had less than 1000 apples, how many more apples did he need so that no apple remained when
he packed 17 apples each?(A)6 (B)7 (C)8 (D)9 (E)10 10., what is the largest
possible value of d, if a, b, c, and d are positive integers? (Prime factors, Multiple, Fraction, LCM)



(A)1736 (B)1743 (C)1750 (D)1757 (E)1729 11.How many numbers that are not
divisible by 15, evenly divide the number 1334025 (Divisors, Prime factors, Sets)?(A)54
(B)45 (C)36 (D)27 (E)18 12.Which of the following is the largest number that can evenly
divide1114-7041? (Multiplication, Divisibility)(A)600000 (B)300000 (C)200000 (D)10000
(E)1000  
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4 apples each time. If he packed 6 or 9 apples he was left with 2 and 8 apples respectively. If he
had less than 1000 apples, how many more apples did he need so that no apple remained when
he packed 17 apples each?(A)6 (B)7 (C)8 (D)9 (E)10 10., what is the largest
possible value of d, if a, b, c, and d are positive integers? (Prime factors, Multiple, Fraction, LCM)
(A)1736 (B)1743 (C)1750 (D)1757 (E)1729 11.How many numbers that are not
divisible by 15, evenly divide the number 1334025 (Divisors, Prime factors, Sets)?(A)54
(B)45 (C)36 (D)27 (E)18 12.Which of the following is the largest number that can evenly
divide1114-7041? (Multiplication, Divisibility)(A)600000 (B)300000 (C)200000 (D)10000
(E)1000 13.Filly-empty is used to fill as well as to empty a tank whose capacity is 3,600 m3 in
such a way that for the first minute it fills and in the second minute it empties. The pump
automatically switches on and off every minute. The pump fills 10 m3 more in a minute than it
empties in a minute. The pump needs 12 more minutes to empty the entire tank alone when it is
continuously ‘off’ mode than to fill it alone when it is continuously ‘on’ mode. When the tank is
empty at 9 AM, the pump is switched on. At what time will the tank overflow? (Work problems,
Progressions)(A)8.49 PM (B)8.51 PM (C)8.53 PM (D)8.55 PM (E)8.57 PM 14.N1, N2,
and N3 are three consecutive positive integers. The sum of the number of divisors of N1 and
N12 is the same as the sum of the number of divisors of N2 and N22, and N3 and N32. Which of
the following is the greatest number that can evenly divide the product of N1,N2, and N3, if they
are the first three consecutive positive integers which satisfy the above condition?(A)195
(B)102 (C)221 (D)119 (E)187 15.N, the set of natural numbers, is divided into subsets
A1=(1), A2=(2, 3), A3=(4, 5, 6), A4=(7, 8, 9, 10) and so on. Find the mean of the elements of
A49. (Numbers, Descriptive statistics)(A)1105 (B)1250.5 (C)1201 (D)1152.5
(E)1301 16.A four digit number is in the form of aabb, such that ‘a’ and ‘b’ are distinct and a>0.
The number is divisible by 121. What could be the value of ‘a’, if the number has the greatest
number of factors?(A)4 (B)5 (C)6 (D)7 (E)8 17.How many pairs of positive
integers m, n satisfy , where n is less than 56? (Equations, Number properties)(A)4 (B)7
(C)5 (D)3 (E)6 18.The sum of 5 consecutive two digit even numbers, when divided by
10, becomes a perfect square. Which of the following cannot be one of those 5 numbers?
(Number properties, Equations)(A)76 (B)70 (C)54 (D)64 (E)36 19.A travels from
X to Y at the speed of 60 mph. While A starts his journey from X at 3 PM, B starts her journey at
3.50 PM. They cross each other at 4 PM. The total journey-time of A and B together is 132
minutes and A reached Y before B reached X. Find the distance between X and Y. (Distance,
Speed, Time)A)110 miles B)132 miles C)72 miles D)82 miles E)92miles 20.Find the value
of (Series)A) B) C) D) E) 21.A watermelon weighed 600 pounds. Ninety nine percent of its
weight was due to the water content in the watermelon. After it was kept in a drying room for a
while, it turned out that it was only 98% water by weight. How much does it weigh now?
(Percentage, Proportions)A)588 pounds B)594 pounds C)294 pounds D)300 pounds E)590
pounds 22.Nine teams play in a tournament. Each team plays every other team exactly once. A
team receives 3 points for a win, 2 points for a draw, and 1 point for a loss. Every team ends up



with a different total score and the difference between any two successive scores is same when
they are ranked. The team with the highest total scored 20. What is the arithmetic mean score of
the possible scores under loss that the team scored the lowest total? (Combinations,
Progressions, and Average)A)6 B)5 C)4 D)3 E)2 23.If the equation (p+4)x2-2px
+2p-6=0 is satisfied for all real values of x, the range of values of p is: (Equations)A)[-6,4] B)
(-6,4) C) [-6,4) D) (-6,4] E) -6<p≤4 24.Find the ratio of total surface area of a cube to the
largest tetrahedron, whose edges are equal, that could be kept inside the cube. (Solid
geometry)A)2:√3 B)3:2√3 C)2√3:3 D)2√3:1 E)√3:1 25.What is the volume of the
largest cube that can be kept inside a right circular cone whose radius and height are 1 unit and
3 units respectively? (Solid geometry, Similar triangle properties)A) B) C) D) E) 26.A right
triangle has sides of length l, m, 27. Either l or m is the hypotenuse of the triangle. What is the
arithmetic mean of all possible values of l and m? (Plane geometry and Average)A)172.5
B)173.5 C)174.5 D)175.5 E)176.5 27.Suppose that you write 11 letters and then you
address 11 envelopes to go with them. Closing your eyes, you randomly stuff one letter into each
envelope. What is the probability that precisely two letters are in the wrong envelopes and all
others in the correct envelopes? (Probability)A) B) C) D) E) 28.Eight slips of paper with
the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 written on them are placed into a bin. The eight slips are
drawn one by one from the bin. What is the probability that the first four to come out are 1, 3, 5, 7
in some order? (Probability)A)1/70 B)1/14 C)1/35 D)1/140 E)1/2 29.A standard deck of
52 playing cards are divided into 4 sub-decks and kept on a table face down. What is the
probability that one of those four top cards is a face card? (Probability)A).396 B).553
C).496 D).453 E).353 30.Draw a planer grid that is 31 squares wide and 17 squares high.
Then you remove squares so that the new grid is a 17 by 17-square grid. If a and b are the
number of rectangles that can be drawn using the lines of the 31 by17 grid and 17 by 17 grid
respectively then find (a-b).
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